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INTENTIONALITY AND FIJ\'AL CAUSES 

RoBERT PASNAU (University of Colorado, Boulder) 

One of the characteristic aspects of early modern philosophy is its 
hostility to final causes. Spinoza, to take just one example, attacks 
the common prejudice Hthat all natural things act, as men do, on 
account of an end".' According to Spinoza, the doctrine of final 
causes is fundarncntally confused: 

This doctri.ne concerning the end turns .Nature cornpletcly upside doV\'11. 
For what is really a cause, it considers as an efl.Cct, and convcrselv. 
VVhat is by nature prior, it makes posterior. ' 

Spinma frames his attack vividly, but it is hardly original. Later 
medieval philosophers debated at length the status of final causes: 
they were troubled about whether ends should even be causes and 
particularly troubled about how a cause could come after its ~fleet. 
In this paper I will sample a few of the interesting moments in that 
debate·~ in Avicenna, l"'hornas Aquinas, John Duns Scotus, Williarn 
Ockham, and John Buridan and show how changing views about 
intentions and intentionality contributed to the decline of teleo.logy. 

What exactly is Spinoza objecting to? Evidently, he allows tl~at 
hurr1an beings may act '1on account of an end", but denies that all 
of nature does so. Instead 1 "all things proceed by a certain eternal 
necessity of Nature, and vvith the greatest perfection". It is one of 
the principal aims of Ethics, part l to establish this conclusion. But 
here in tl1e appendix Spinoza offers the rnore general argurncnt 
quot~d above against ' 1this doctrine concerning the end". Using Spi
noza·s memorable example (one that goes back at least to Aristotle), 
let our alleged final cause be a rnan's death, and let our 1 'eff1.cient 
cause

1

' be a stone's 13.lling off a roof. 'fhe doctrine of final causes 
reverses cause and effect, Spinoza clairns, inas1nuch as it makes the 
effect (the man's death) be a cause of the efficient cause, and inakes 
the cause (the stone's falling) be the effect of the final cause. By 
putting effect befOre cause) it "turns Nature cornpletely upside clown)). 

1 EthU:s, part I, appendix. 
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']'he objection is an old one. 1'ho1nas Aquinas, for instance, argues 
at the outset of the second part of his Sunlma theologiae that "all agents 
neccssarilv act for the sake of an end" (la2ae, l.2c). The very first 
objection .that he considers to this doctrine of final causes looks much 
the san1e as Spinoza's argument: 

A cause is naturally prior. But an end has the ch;:iracter or son1cthing 
ultirnate) as the narne itself suggests. Thcre{Ore an end does not have 
the character of a cause (la2ae) l.l, obj. 1). 

Aquinas's reply is brief, so brief that it's not clear just what he has 
1n mind: 

An encl, even if it comes last in execution, still corncs first in the agent's 
thoughts (in intentione agentis). i\nd in this way it has the character of a 
cause. 

()ne n1ight take Aquinas's reply to be essentially concessive: of course 
the end itself cannot play a causal role, it has not even come into 
existence yet. The end plays a role only insofar as some agent (God, 
a hun1an being) is thinking about that end. The end itself~ then, 1s 
not literally a cause. It is the thought concerning that end which is 
the cause. 

This would be a quick and obvious path around Spinoza's argu
ment: too quick and obvious, according to Jonathan Bennett. Bennett 
has argued that such a reply entirely rnisconstrues Spinoza's posi
tion. 2 Although the concessive approach looks uncontroversial-----V\'ho 
could deny that our thoughts direct our actions? Bennett thinks 
that Spinoza does just this. Not only are future events unacceptable 
as an explanation of our present actions, {Or Bennett's Spinoza, but 
so are our present thoughts about those future events. Part of what 
motivates this reading is Bennett's conviction that no one could plau
sibly take a non-concessive approach to final causality. If Spinoza is 
o~jecting merely to a future event's being treated as the cause of a 
present event, then Bennett says "it is a noisy assault on a minus
cule target". So although Spinoza says nothing against the conces
sive approach in the appendix to part I, and although he himself 
even appeals to our acting "on account of an end)', Bennett labors 
to find the resources from elsewhere in the Ethics to block such expla
nations. 

2 Bennett [1984], 217. 
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1''he results are characteristically ingenious and interesting, but it 
seems to me that Spinoza's oqjection deserves more credit. (Or should 
l say less credit> \Vhen reading Bennett, it is often hard to know 
which to say.) From the proper historical perspective, what is sup
posedly a minuscule target looms much larger. Indeed, if we look 
back to the later Middle Ages we find widespread agTeement--shared 
in even by a philosopher as abstemious as William Ockham- -that 
future events can be the cause of present events. 

f~ven looking back at Aquinas's vvords, we can notice that there 
is nothing concessive in his reply. He does not grant that the end 
itself is not a cause. He docs not say that what we call the final 
cause is in fact the agent's intention. Instead he insists that the end 
itself, although "last in execution'), is nevertheless "first in the ag·enfs 
thoughts". To invoke thoughts of the end at this point is not to dis
miss the end itself: later in the question he insists that ~'the end is 
a p1~nciple in things done by human beings" (la2ae, l.lsc). And 
elsewhere, in his useful summary of Aristotelian physics) he ·makes 
the same point rnore clearly: 

'fhe end docs not actually exist except through the operation of the 
agent; still, the end is said to be the cause of \vhat exerts efficient 
causality, because the elficicnt cause operates only through one's thought 
(intentionem) of the end (De principii:r, +.~-356). 

Here there's no ambiguity. 'T'he end itself is said to l)e a cause, even 
if its contribution co1nes only by \vay of the agent's thoughts. 

Aquinas has relatively little to say about final causes, and what 
he does say is not markedly original. lt's more illurninating to turn 
to Avicenna, vvhose A4etaphysics was enormously influential in this 
area. Avicenna considers an objection much like the ones we've 
already seen: 

()nc could say: let us grant that an end exists for every act. But V\·hy 
have you treated it as a prior cause) when in reality it is the ~ffect of 
all the causes?'1 

In reply, Avicenna distinguishes belwecn the end as it exists in real~ 
ity and as it exists in the soul. Only V1rhe11 it exists jn the soul is an 
end a cause. From t11is point of vie\\') "it is the cause of the causes) 

CJ itfet. VI, 5 (ed. i\navvati, 36). :\1y translation fl:-01n a French translation of the 
Arabic, co1npared against the medieval Latin. 
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whereas fforn another point of view, it is the effCct of the causes".4 

\!\Then these two points of view are combined, we can say that it is 
the cause of its own corr1ing into existence. 

Whatever force Avicenna's account has comes from his assump
tion that the end itself can be said to exist within the mind of the 
agent. When you go somewhere to meet a friendi the final cause is 
to meet your friend. That state of affhirs doesn't yet exist, in real
ity, and so it cannot be a cause. Yet the state of affairs does exist, 
in your mind, and so in this sense it is a cause. In his Liber de anima, 
Avicenna had derided the familiar Aristotelian claim that the soul 
becomes the things it understands: 

This is impossible on my view, because I don't understand what it 
says, that one thing becornes another, nor do I understand how this 
could occur. For whatever loses one form and takes on another is one 
thing with the first form and another \vith the second, and the first is 
not truly made the second unless the first is destroyed ... 5 

To say that the soul becomes the things it understands implies that 
the soul itself is destroyed, and so Avicenna of course rejects this 
way of putting things. Still, he holds that somehow "the forms of 
things subsist in the soul".6 This doctrine of formal identity between 
mind and reality is what distinguishes Avicenna's position fforn the 
concessive approach described earlier. An end is a cause "only if it 
has been represented within a soul or something like a soul" ,7 but 
this is not tantamount to abandoning final causes in £3.vor of men
tal states. It is the future event itself; as conceived in the mind, that 
is the final cause.8 

Avicenna's account of final causality, combined vvith his view that 
all motion has an end, entails a full-blown cosmic teleology that takes 
us quite far from Aristotle's conception of final causes. This kind of 
teleology was of course pervasive within Christian medieval philos
ophy, and we'll see that even John Buridan, despite his hostility to 

'' A1et. \fl, 5 (ed. Anawati, 43). 
5 J)e an. V, 6 (ed. S. van Riet, 135). 
6 I>e an. V, 6 (ed. S. van Riet, 137). 
i l\!fet. VI, 5 (ed. Anawati, 4·2). 
8 i\nneliese W1aier [ l 955aJ misses this point 1Nhen she retnarks, vvith regard to 

Avicenna: "es ist nicht das noch nicht realisierte ausserc Ziel, das als causa finalis 
anzusehen ist, sondern die Vorstellung dicses Ziels" (282). But it needs to be added 
that both Maier and I are basing our account of 1\vicenna upon just one text, in 
translation. rrhe input of specialists \..Yould be welcomed. 
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final causes, preserves the doctrine for the special case of God. In 
this respect \Ve might say that the IJatin \!\i'est vvas more Avicennian 
than Aristotelian. Aristotle \Vas of course the remote source, but here, 
as in much else, Avicenna's influence loomed larger. J-Iis particular 
version of final causality would do mucl1 to provide the theoretical 
underpinnings for the cosmic teleology embraced in the Latin West. 

VVhen Aquinas describes final causes as corning "first in the agenfs 
Lhoughtsn, it is easy to read this as shorthar1d for the account ,\ vicenna 
spelled out in more detail. This is particularly so because Aquinas 
was like\vise committed to the formal identity of mind and reality.'.1 

Moreover, the i\vicennian analysis fits nicely with Aquinas's broader 
teleological 1.vorldvievv. First, since ends can be causes only when 
existing in the rr1ind, it follows that "fi)r something to be done for 
the sake of an end: sorne sort of cognition of the end is required" 
(Summa theologiae, la2ae, 6.1 c). Second, since Aquinas like Avicenna 
believes that all things act for the sake of an end he concludes gen
erally that "every W~)rk of nature is the work of an inlelligent ~ub
stancc" (Summa contra gentiles Ill, 24, 2050). Rational creatures choose 
their own end, whereas nonrational agents follovv GocPs \vil1: 

All natural things are inclined to\vard their ends through a certain nat
ural inclination fron1 the first rr1over, \vhich is God) ~nd consequently 
that to\vard vvhich a thing is naturally inclined rnust be that vvhich is 
\villed or intended by (}od (/Je veritate, 22. lc). 

'I'his is a view that Aquinas fOund attractive for reasons not directly 
related to the debate over linal causality. But it's nevertheless true 
that the way in which Aquinas developed his cosmic teleology grew 
out of specific concerns about hovv a final cause could be a cause) 
concerns which motivated a particular theory of final causality, a 
theory which presupposed a certain vie-vv about rnental representation. 

By the end of the thirteenth century, Avicenna's account had 
become the classic text on final causes, invoked over and over again 
at Paris and Oxford. John Duns Scotus uses the precise phrase that 

\Vriting in the late sixteenth century', Francisco Suarez reports that this view· 
"finem 111overe secundun1 essc quod habct in cognitione, non secundurn cssc rcalc" -
vvas attributed to both ,L\viccnna and 1\quinas (Disp. i\1et. XXIII, sec. VIII, 878). 
But Su<'trez, rightly to iny mind, finds Aquinas holding another view: "fincm n1ovcrc 
secur.1~11111 esse realc, illudque esse rationen1 fOnnalcn1 movendi, ct consequcnter 
cogn1t1onen1 finis essc tantu1n conditionen1 scu approxi1nationem neccssariarn hujus
modi causae". Suarez goes on to defCnd this view hi111self (879-882). 

9 But for doubts on this score sec C:laudc Panaccio's contribution to this volume. 
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we found in Aquinas: a final cause exists in infentione agentis. w Fie calls 
this the ojJinio com,munis and quotes Avicenna at length in its sup
port. 11 In an efl:Ort to clarif)r the situation, he invokes his standard 
analysis of mental representation: 

f~rnbracing the first path, then, that ran end J is a cause inasrnuch as 
it exists in the thoughts of the agent, \Ve. should note that it exists 
there in the sense that it has objective and fOrmal existence. ()~jective 
existence is real existence, and formal existence is that in virtue of 
vvhich it is now thought ol~ and this is lo exist in thought. For exam
ple: if' I consider an existing rose 1 and the object of the intellect is the 
thing, then the species exists objectively and fOrrnally in the intellect. 12 

Clearly, this is not the concessive approach. The encl itself is the 
cause, insofar as it exists in the thoughts of the agent, according to 
a special kind of esse obiectivunz. Jn other contexts, Scotus uses this 
terminology to explain intentionality. I~ven in cases where the ol:dect 
of our thoughts or perceptions is right in front of us, making an 
irnpression on our cognitive faculties, vve still need some sort of 
account of how we manage to have a mental representation of that 
object. Throughout the natural world, objects are causally present 
to one another: the sun shines on a rock, waves fall on a beach. ]'o 
account for the special sort of relationship at work in cognition, 
Scotus appeals to a further kind of presence, which he describes as 
the objecfs having esse obiectivurn---elsewhere, esse cognitum or esse deminu
tum---within the mind. I'.) It is this sort of presence that is required 
for the intentional relationships found in all cognition. 

Scotus stresses in the above passage that this esse obiectivunz is "real 
existence". ]'his is an important point, because the leading o~jec-

10 0,jifet. \r, q. 1, nn. 20, '.-H), 61, 63, 77. 
.. Sec @let., n . .31, for the discussion of A.vicenna, and also Qj_\:fet., appendix J, 

"''here another redaction of V, q. 1 holds: "finis cni1n duplex habet esse, finis <lien 
sccundum quod com1nuniter loquitur de fine, scilicct in iutentione ct in re" (n. 51 ). 

12 '"T'cndendo ergo prin1arn via111, quod est causa in quantu1n est in intentione 
agcrnis, notanduin quod est ibi quasi esse obiectivurn et essc fr>rmale. Esse obiec
tivu1n est esse rcale; fr)rmale est illud quo nunc illud intentum est, et hoc est essc 
in intcntionc. Exe1nphun: si intelligo rosam existentum, et obiecturn intcllectus est 
res, obicctive fOrn1aliter in intellectu est species" (OJ_\Jet. V', q. I, n. 77). 

l'l For essc cognitum, see 0,tfet. \TII, q. 18, IL 51; Quodlibet XIII, nn. 33, 41 47, 
60-61; Ordinatio 1, 3.3. l, nn. 386 -387; textus int1J1p0Latus at n. 3'.°')9. For esse deminu
tum, see Ordinatio 1, 36, IL 34 and H, 3.2.1, n. 27 l; Lectura 11, 3.2.1, n. 246. For 
discussion sec Perler [1994-J, Pasnau lforthcorning], sec. II, and the essays in this 
volume by jofJ Biard and Do1ninik Perler. 
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tion against ends as causes takes off from the dilemma that an end 
either has or does not have existence. It cannot have existerice ,, 
because ends by their very nature are things not yet achieved. (This 
is so at least in standard cases, but see below). It cannot not have 
existence, "because a non-being is the cause of nothing" (OJ.l1et. V, 
q. l, n. 2). Scotus uses the above distinction to reply. The end does 
not exist in the external \vorld, and so it is a suitable candidate to 
be an end. But it does have existence-----·-real existence"---in one's 
thoughts, and so it is a suitable candidate to be ·a cause. 

Characteristically, Scotus is introducing difficult metaphysical machin
ery to defend what is in fact a mainstream position. For more rad
ical developments, we need to turn to the fourteenth century. But 
before making that turn, 1 want to look at the Avicennian model of 
final causality in a broader context. This model can be character
ized as forward-looking, inasmuch as it attempts to give teleological 
explanations in terms of events that have not yet occurred and in 
fact may never occur, but that some agent intends to bring about. 
This is quite different from modern theories of tclcoloi!V. Ruth 

b' 

Millikan, for instance, couches her theory of teleology in terms of 
the notion of proper fur1ction. On her view, proper function ahvays 
has an historical basis, never a forward-looking one. To say that 
teeth are sharp for tearing will be true only if the right sort of 
account can be told-standardly, one in terrns of biological evolu
tion." For Larry Wright, to take a contrasting case, objects have a 
function neither because of historical considerations nor because of 
the forward-looking concern of a designer, but simply because it is 
true that objects of that kind produce effects of the relevant sort. 15 

As different as these two vievvs are, neither er1dorses a fOrward-look
ing account of teleology. lncleecl, in the modern era, forward-look
ing accounts have simply been non-starters. 

'I'here are many interpretations of Aristotle's teleology. But, as 
noted earlier, his position is clearly quite different from that of the 
medievals. Aristotle holds that final causes can be explanatory without 
having what we might call intentional salience. On his vievv, ends 
are the states toward which natural processes tend, and these ten
dencies are, in R. J. Hankinson's phrase, "internal nisuscs possessed 

" Millikan [1993], 13 29. 
'' Wright [1976], 90-9 t. 
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by natural objects in virtue of tl1eir specific forrns) 1
• 
16 How did so 

many so-called Aristotelians go off the tracks in the Middle Ages? 
()ne familiar diagnosis describes hovv Aristotle,s notion of explana
tion (aitia) got transformed into a theory of causality (causa), with the 
result that final causes were mistakenly conceived of on the model 
of efficient causes. t 7 1-'here is son1ething puzzling, however) about 
this suggestion that a crude conflation of two sOrts of causes can 
account fOr the changing conception of final causality. I_,ater Aristo
telians vvere ah,vays very careful and concerned to avoid any slip
page between the various ca.t:egories of cause; it \vould have been 
most unscholastic of any scholastic to have confused final and efficient 
causes. It's hardly plausible, then, to charge the whole medieval 
period vvith confusion on this score. 

\!Vhat seerr1s right about the familiar diagnosis, however, is its sug
gestion that n1edieval accounts of final causes presupposed a certain 
mode.I of causality, patterned after the paradigm case of efficient 
causality. On this model, a cause had to be (a) a particular, con
crete object or state that (b) plays a direct role in the production of 
a certain effr:ct. So in the face of Aristotle's example, 

It rains to make the corn grovv (I_)!iysics II, 81 l 98b l 8). 

the Avicennian model looks to a specific day of rain, and a specific 
crop of corn, and asks hovv that crop of corn (not yet grovvn) can 
play a role in today's weather patterns. \t\Then the problem is con
ceived in this \vay, there seems no other solution than the appeal 
to intentional salience. 'fhus the doctrine of final causality comes to 
rest on cosmic teleology. And since the medievals were already com
mitted to that kind of teleology for theological reasons, there would 
have been little reason flJr the1n to rethink their approach. 

\\Then final causality is understood along Avicennian lines, rnuch 
of vvhat is today considered teleological no longer counts as such. 
()n the Avicennian n1odel, final causality is possible only in virtue 
of a mind that grasps the end in question. So if nature does not act 

l(i [~Iankinsou [!995J, 128. ·rhis is the orthodox reading of Aristotle, but there is 
roo1n to wonder V>'hcther vve novv read i\ristolle this \Vay because we 1Nant this to 
be his vievv. 'fhe texts are perhaps 1nore a111biguous than the current orthodoxy 
vvot.ild suggest. For some discu5sion of t.hi5 a1nbiguity, see Charles ll991.J. 

17 See, e.g., Frede [ J 987]: "A good part of the unffJrtunate history of the notion 
of a final cause has its origin in the assurnption that the final cause, as a cause, 
tnust act and in the vain attempt to explain how it could be so" (126). 
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according to the divine mind, then there is no genuine acting for 
ends in nature, and hence no genuine teleology. The theory of evo
lution n1ay suggest that giraffes have long necks fOr the sake of eat
ing from high branches. Yet it is not some foture end that plays a 
causal role here, but the past and present success of long-necked 
giraffes. For both Millikan and Wright, that's a paradigmatic case 
of teleological explanation. But on the Avicennian model, this is not 
genuine final causality. Genuine final causality involves a mind's reach
ing forward toward some goal and, by conceiving of that goal, giving 
it causal efficacy. 

This much of the standard medieval view would remain unchal
lenged throughout the heyday of scholasticism. But the Avicennian 
approach would be subject to criticism by the ever vigilant William 
Ockham. Ockham gave at least as much serious attention to final 
causality as anyone in the medieval period. He takes the character
istically combative position that there is no way to prove philo
sophically that every effect has a final cause. The only events that 
can be proved to occur for the sake of some end are those that are 
non-natural-that is, those that can vary without any change in the 
agent and the surrounding conditions. Of course, Ockham holds as 
a matter of faith that all of nature pursues an end. But, 

someone strictly following reason vvould say that the question "for the 
sake of what" (propter quid) has no place in natural actions1 because 
he vvould say that there is no question to ask, "Fire is generated for 
the sake of \.vhat?" but that this has a place only in voluntary actions. w 

In voluntary actions one can see that an agent is moved by some 
end: she does one thing, or she does another, not because anything 
is forcing her in that direction, but because there is something there 
that she wants. In precisely the same circumstances she might do 
something else, merely because she had a different end in mind. 
Ockham sees a close connection, then, between acting freely and 
acting for an end. It's only because we see that people can freely 
make choices based on one end or another that we kno\v they are 
acting for the sake of an end. Indeed, Ockham's argument depends 
on a libertarian construal of free will: we have evidence of acting 
fOr ends only insofar as we have evidence that age11ts can choose 

111 Qyodlibet IV, l (ed. \'Vey, 299). See also QJ!odLibet I\l, 2 (ed. \Vey 30l~-309'i 

Qyodlibct IT, 2 (ed. Wey, 115··116); Si;mmula II, 6 (ed. Brnwn, 227 ·230)'. " 
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one goal or another, independently of all antecedent circumstances. 
Thus Aristotle's arguments for final causality 

arc sound only for an agent that can act wrongly and deficiently vvith
out any change in a concurring agent or in the thing being acted on 
or in any other dispositions. Only a free agent is like this- -one that 
can be wrong and deficient in its action even if everything else remains 
constant (Qpodlibet IV, 1). · 

Given this stance, ()ckham must hesitate even in the case of non
rational ani1nals. Cltimately, he thinks that we can assign thcrn ends, 
on the basis of their changeable appetites. 19 But the ends of noncog
nitive things, whose appetites are not changeable, are entirely opaque. 

Because Ockham takes seriously the possibility that nature might 
have no ends, his discussions of final causality have a depth that 
other treatrnents lack. Officially, an end is "sorr1ething intended or 
desired or loved for the sake of which an agent acts". 20 'fhis, he 
says, is the proper understanding of ends, according to Aristotle's 
own words (propter dicta Aristotelis). 'fhis entails, again on Aristotle's 
own principles, that "if things \vithout souls are not directed or rnoved 
by anything that cognizes an end, then there is no final cause in 
then1". 21 In such a case there would be "no question to ask" (as 
above) about ends or purpose. Ockham concedes that Aristotle some
times speaks of ends in another sense: 

In another way, the end or the final cause is taken as that vvhich fOI
lows front the operation of another according to the com1non course 
of nature, if not in1peded··~ ... follovving just as if it \vere foreknovvn or 
desired by an agent. It is in this vvay that an end is found in lhings 
without souls) even supposing that they were direcled or n1oved by no 
cognitive being. 'fhis is hovv the Philosopher speaks about final causal~ 
ity, toward the end of Physics lI. 22 

'['his is 1 ()ckham hastens to add, an improper way of thinking about 
ends. In the strict and proper sense, an end must be desired, and 
something can be desired only if it is cognized. That is Ockham's 
consistent position on final causality.23 

I'! Summuia 11, 6 (ed. Brovvn, 227-228). 
20 S'ummula II, 6 (ed. Bro1ivn, 229). 
21 Summula II, 6 (ed. Brow-n, 228\ 
22 Summula II, 6 ied. Bro\ovn, 22~/~230). 
:n See also Variae,' q. 4: ".Dicitur enin1 comrnunitcr quod causatio cius est moverc 

eiliciens ad agendum. Istum inovere non est rcaliter aliud nisi ipsu1n f-inen1 a1nari 
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But how does a final cause do its work? It's reasonably clear how 
the other three causes work: the rote of ar1 efficient cause "is to 
bring about or do (efficere vel agere) something"; the role of a mater
ial cause is "to materialize (materiare), or to be the material of the 
composite"; the role of a formal cause is ''to give existence formally 
to the composite". Of course, none of these descriptions is very illu
minating. But Ockham thinks that in each case the general idea is 
reasonably clear. The situation is very different with regard to final 
causes. Here "there is greater doubt'). The consensus view, he says, 
is that the final cause moves the efficient cause to act. But what this 
really means is that the end is loved by the agent, so that some
thing is done or willed for the sake of that end. "Nothing is really 
acquired from it or comes from it, and so it follows that this move
ment of the end is not real, but metaphorical". 24 

ab agente ... "(ed. Etzkorn, 107 ...... 108); ".Et cum nihil ametur nisi cognitum ... "(ed. 
Etzkorn, 116). Even in E'xPhys. Ockham holds that true final causes must be grasped 
by an agent (see II, 12.4, ll. 36-43; II, 12.18, 11. 107--1 t6). 

Adams. [' l 998] questions whether Ockha111 had a consistent position on final 
causality. It seems to me) however, that she exaggerates the conflict arnong Ockham's 
various texts. Adams pays close attention to Qy.odfibet II, 2, where Ockharn allows 
that natural agents can act "for the sake of" sornething vvithout that thing's being 
cognized: "Ad argumentum igitur dico quod non potest demonstrari quod omnia 
propter quae agunt causac naturales, cognoscuntur vcl diriguntur ab aliquo ... " (ed. 
Wey, 115). Ockharn then goes on to say that the question of why a natural agent 
acts can be explained simply in terms of its nature's being such as to do so: «Et 
si quaeras quare tune plus calefacit quam fl:-igefacit, respondeo quod natura sua talis 
est" (ed. Wey, 116). Adams thinks that each of these claims clashes with Qy.odlibet 
IV, l, \vhere Ockham claims that, frorn a strictly philosophical perspective, there 
is nothing an agent acts for the sake of: "Unde ad prirnum in contrarium dicerel 
sequens praecise rationem quod quaestio 'propter quid' non habct locum in action
ibus naturalibus, quia diceret quod nulla est quaestio quaerere propter quid ignis 
generatur; sed solurn habet locum in actionibus voluntariis" (ed. Wey, 299, trans
lated above in rnain text). 

But these passages can be reconciled. First, it's reasonable enough to refer to the 
ends that one knows (as a theologian) are present in nature, and to point out that 
these ends cannot be proved (philosophically) to exist. '"'fhis is surely what Ockham 
is doing in the first passage frorn Qy.odlibet II, 2. Second, there is an ambiguity in 
the phrases propter quid and quare. Sornetimes, these phrases are used narrowly to 
ask about a final cause, and it's Ockham's view, clearly expressed .in Qy.odlibet IV, 
1, that natural agents can't be proved to have final causes. But sometimes the 
phrases propter quid and quare are used broadly to ask about causes in general (see 
Physics II, 7, 198al5) 16, 19, 23, "vherc the inedieval Latin translation of dia ti is 
propter quid). It's in this broad sense that the question of why fire heats can be 
ans\vered in terms of the nature of fire. 

2+ Variae, q. 4 (ed. Etzkorn, !07~·-108). Cf Summula II, 4 (ed. Brown, 221) for a 
similar account of the end's metaphorical movement, and Quodlibet IV, 1 (ed. \'Vey, 
293) fOr a si1nilar comparison to the other types of cause. 
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This last, striking formulation is in fact nothing new. Aristotle had 
likewise spoken of final causes as acting metaphorically~ that is, only 
on some extended sense of 'acting'---and many of Ockharn's prede
cessors had picked up on the phrase. 2' But to call the motion metaphor
ical hardly settles the question of how final causes work; if anything, 
it accentuates the problem. Ockham is interesting at this point because 
he moves away fforn the standard Avicennian solution. Although he 
explicitly acknovvledges Avicenna's vievv that an end moves "in virtue 
of' the existence that it has in the soul", he contrasts this position 
vvith a view he finds in Averroes, that "a final cause rnoves as a 
final cause in virtue of the existence that it has outside the soul". 26 

Ockham thinks that these views can be reconciled, but his recon
ciliation favors Averroes. Avicenna is right that the end must sorne
how exist in the soul, inasmuch as "it is impossible for it to rnove 
the efficient cause as sornething loved if it does not have existence 
in the soul". But this is the realm of efficient causality. The end, 
considered as an end, is something in the external world. "An end 
moves the agent to act in virtue of its reality outside the soul". 27 

Ockham, then, is even less inclined than his predecessors to take 
a concessive approach to final causality. 'rhe final cause, on his view, 
is literally the external o~ject toward vvhich an action is directed. 
He in essence rejects Avicenna's atternpt to so{lcn the doctrine of 

25 For A.ristotlc, see J)e gen. et car. I, 7, 324bl4-15. On Ockham's predecessors, 
see ~rv1aier [l 955al 

2
G Variae, q. 4- (ed. Etzkorn, 113-114). See i\.vertocs, lnA1et. XII, t. 36 (ed. Venice, 

31 Sv): "Hacc aute1n diHt:runt in nobis, scilicet illud quod movet nos in loco sccun
durn quod est agens, ct quod inovet nos in loco secundum quod est finis. Et habet 
duplex esse, in anima, ct extra ani1nan1. Quod aute1n est in ani1na, est agens 1noturn. 
Secundurn vero, quod est extra anirnarn, est inovens sccundu1n finem. \/erba gTa
tia quonia1n balncu1n duplicern habet frff1nam, in ani1na, et extra ani1narn·. et propter 
illain fonnam, quac est in ani1na, desyderarnus alian1 f'orn1am, quae est extra ani
rnam. Forma igitur anin1ae balnei inquantun1 est in anima, est agens desydcrium 
ct moturn: sec~nclum autem quod est extra anirna1n est finis motus, non agens". 

27 Variae, q. 4 (ed. Etzkorn, 116). ()ckham's argurncnt rests on an interesting 
analysis of the phrase 'in virtue of' (secundum). Both .A..vicenna and Averroes are right 
in saying that final causality operates in virtue ef the end's existence inside/ outside 
the soul, because each can be read as meaning sorr1ething diflCrenl. T'o spell this 
out, ()ckha1n appeals to a distinction bet\veen 

a causal reduplicative sense of the phrase 'in virtue of' (at p. I 16, lines 373--374, 
I read causalit,er, i,.vith one 1nanuscript, rather than the editors' .f)'r!Categoremafice); 
a specifying sense of 'in virtue of'. 

1'his distinction gets \vorked out carefully in Summa logicae II, 16, but the account 
is too complex to be even su1n1narizcd here. 
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final causality through an appeal to formal identity. For Ockham 
the final cause is the external thing itself, not the thing as it exists 
in the agent's thoughts. But this raises two questions: why did Ockham 
move away from the Avicennian approach, and 110\v can his own 
view be defended? Perhaps one reason why Ockham abandons (or 
at least reinterprets) Avicenna's approach is that he came to be sus
picious about the alleged formal identity between object and mind. 
In bis earliest \Vritings, Ockham subscribed to a bold version of {()r
mal identity, holding that the external objects of one's tl10ughts exist 
in the rnind as Ji.eta, mental conceptions that have objective existence 
rnirroring the suqjective, real existence for which they stand: 

1'111~ intellect apprehending sornething singular conceives a singular like 
it. 'fhat conceived (Jictu1n) singular does not exist in reality anywhere, 
no rnore than the castle that a builder conceives exists in reality before 
he produces it. Nevertheless, it is such in conceived existence (esse jicto) 
as the other one is externally. 28 

On this account, the i\vicennian approach to final causality rr1ight 
well flourish. An end could be said to have objective, conceived exis
tence in the mind, corresponding to its real, subjective existence in 
the world. This would be scarcely different than Scotus's account. 
But Ockharn came to give up this theory of mental representation. 
In his later writings he replaces ficta with acts of thought, ridiculing 
his former "little world of objective entities", and holding that the 
act itselC a thoroughly real entity1 can represent external oqjects.29 

F'ron1 this perspective it is no wonder that Ockham moved avvav 
from the Avicennian approach. ' 

Yet this is not Ockham's stated reason for favoring the I\verroistic 
line on final causality. He instead makes a very direct and effective 
argument: 

An end's rnoving an agent to act is an end's being loved and the 
a.gent's acting for the sake of that end, as loved. But an end is loved 
by an agent in virtue of its reality outside the soul and the agent acts 
for the love of that end as it is external. For vvalking is not for the 
sake of health as it has existence in the soul alone, nor because I love 
health or life in virtue of its existence in the soul, but because I love 
health and lifC in virtue of its real being outside the soul. And it is 

211 Ex.Per. I, prooern., sec. 7 (ed. (}arnbatese, 360). 
2

g Quodlibet III, 4 (ed. \ 1\/ey, 218-219). For fUrther references and discussion see 
Pasnau [1997]. 
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for the sake of such loved being that I walk and abstain and do such 
things. 30 

1'he argument concedes that in some sense the end itself might exist 
within the soul, but contends-plausibly enough-that we do not 
desire the end in that sense. Ifs not, to use the above example, the 
castle in the builder's mind that is desired, but the.actual castle itself, 
in the external world. So the Avicennian approach, even granted its 
underlying account of mental representation, cannot be correct as 
an account of final causality. It misplaces the objects of our desire. 

In ernbracing Averroes's more straightforward account of final 
causes, Ockham seems to be vulnerable to all the obvious objec
tions. V\T e've seen Spinoza make the quite reasonable assumption 
that what does not exist can have no causal power, and that later 
results can have no causal role in earlier events. Ockham must main
tain that both of these claims are false. That which docs not exist 
can have a causal influence, when conceived of in the agent's mind. 

Repeatedly, he considers the objection: 

What does not exist is not the cause of anything. 

His reply docs not make the Avicennian move, most clearly appar
ent in Scotus, of invoking the object's existence in the mind. Instead 

he simply denies the premise. 

If you say that vv·hat docs not exist is not the cause of anything, I say 
that this is false. VVhat rnust be added is that it is also neither loved 
nor desired, and then it does rightly follow that it is not a cause. But 
an end can in fict be loved and desired even though it does not exist, 
and so it can be a final cause even though it docs not cxist. 31 

Rather than relying on the obscurities of formal identity between 
object and mind, Ockham simply insists that what does not yet 
exist----and what may in fact never exist----can play a causal role, in 

virtue of its being loved and desired by an agent. 
1'his strikes me as a more plausible way to maintain a medieval

style forward-looking account of teleology. We speak of fearing the 
foture, of desiring the future, of being motivated by the future. The 
last of these seems no more mysterious than the others. One obvi-

30 Variae, q. 4 (ed. Etzkorn, 115). 
'.ll Quodlibet IV, l (ed. VVey, 294); cf. Summula II, 4 (ed. Brown, 224); Variae, q. 4 

(ed. Etzkorn, 116---l 17). 
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ously can think about things that do not exist. Is it any harder, then, 
to countenance being motivated by things that do not exist? The 
alternative would be to insist that the future cannot motivate us, and 
that it is our present beliefs and desires that motivate us. But to 
insist that I cannot be motivated by something in the future, that it 
rnust be my idea of the fiJture that motivates me, seems to l1ave as 
little merit as insisting that I cannot think about a nonexistent object, 
and that it must in fact be my idea of that object that I think about. 
Ockham makes this point from the other direction: 

I~ docs not follow: This is loved fry some agent in terrns qj' its real being out
side the soul; therefore it exists in tnms ef that being. This is the fallacy of 
the qualified and unqualified. Analogously, it does not fOllow: A rose is 
th~ught q( in _terrns. ef its external bein,~· therefore it now exist5 in terms ef that 
being. L1kcw1sc, it docs not fOllow: Homer exists in thought· therefOre he 
exists. 32 ' 

Just as our thinking about an object, or being motivated by that 
o~ject, does not er1tail that objccfs existence, so too an object's 
nonexistence does riot preclude our thir1king about it, or preclude 
our being motivated by it. Spinoza's line of criticism neglects the 
special role of the mind in final causality: the way the mind allows 
us to be motivated by what is not immediately at hand, and even 
by what does not exist. Whereas Spinoza thinks of all causality along 
the lines of eflicient causality, Ockham wants to leave room for 
causality of a special sort. Such causality is almost as counterintui
tive as Spinoza cornplained. But it is not, on reflection, obviously in
coherent. 

Ockham's is the fullest and most energetic medieval defense of 
final causality. But within a decade this teleological framework would 
come under attack, most notably at the hands of John Buridan. 
Buridan accepts without any of Ockham's hesitations the doctrine 
that God designs and directs all of nature. And he takes for granted 
the forward-looking teleological framework of his era, according to 
which final causes must be intentionally directed. But despite going 
this far, Buridan still argues that the medieval doctrine of final causal
ity is largely mistaken. In his Qjiestions on the Physics, Buridan asks the 
simple question, Is an end a cause? He begins his reply cagily: 

I n Vmiae, 9· 4 (e~l l~t~korn, 1lfr·-·-.1l7). For th: ~allacy or tl.1e qualified and unqualified 
\secundum quid et sunpliater), sec i\nstotle, Soplusftcal Refutatzons, 5, l66b36---167a20. 
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It seems to 1ne that by a natural impulse 1 as if detcnnined by nature, 
everyone accepts that an end is the cause of our operations. So iC you 
ask a little old lady why (J1roj1ter quarn causamj she goes to church or to 
the market, she vvill say t.o you that she goes for the sake of hearing 
a 1nass or for the sake of buying a tunic. And if you are asked vvhy 
you go to school, you y.,rill reply: for the sake of learning. Clairns 
accepted in this vvay by everyone should not be entirely dismissed, 
because (as Aristotle says in Ethics \ 1II) nothing more plausible and 
accepted could be brought forward to prove the oppositc.~13 

It's not that we have decisive reasons f()r our teleological explana
tions: rather, we can hardly help but give them-we're programmed 
that vvay, as vve would now put it. This is true as rnuch for a peas
ant woman as fOr a sophisticated university student. Such universal 
beliefa "should not be entirely dismissed", but that's not to say they 
must be swallowed whole, And so Buridan sets out to reassess the 
meaning of our teleological explanations, 

Even if we accept that final causes must in some sense be legiti
mate, Buridan immediately notes that we still face the following, by 
now familiar, difficulty: "How can that which is nothing be a cause 
of things that exist>" Buridan takes the view that Spinoza later would 
adopt, that there simply is no way to answer this question: "for it 
does not seem to me that what exists actually depends on and is 
ordered by things that do not exisf'. 3+ But this doesn't mean we 
have to abandon final causes entirely. Buridan distinguishes between 
two sorts of ends: ends of first intention, fOr the sake of which an 
act is performed, and ends of second intention, by means of which 
one achieves an end of first intention. God, fi)r example, is an end 
of lirst intention, and is in fact the end of all things, A human being 
may also be an end of first intention, One builds in order to have 
a house, and the house is an end of second intention. But one's own 
self is an end of first intention, because one builds the house for 
one's own sake. 35 Ends of second intention cannot be final causes, 

:n Qj)hys. II, 7 (ed. Paris, 35rab). 
:1'1 QPfrys. II, 13 (ed. Paris, 39vb). 
3

" Qj)J9s. 11, 7 (ed. Paris, 35rb). Buridan credits Averroes vvith this terminology, 
but thinks the distinction is equivalent to Aristotle's distinction betvvcen ends gratia 
cuius and ends quo. Ockharn had likevvisc discussed the difference between proxi-
1nate and remote ends, e.g.: •.vhen I drink the bitter medicine, is health the final 
cause, or a1n I myself the final cause? He concludes that in such a case I arn the 
final cause, properly speaking, and he draws on so1ne arguments by John of R.e~iding 
for the same conclusion ( Van·ae, q. 4· [.ed. Etzkorn, I 01---107]; see also Summ.ula 11, 
4 [ed. Brown, 22'.fj). 
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because they corrie into existence as a result of the acnon rn ques
tion; they are effects, not causes. But ends of first intention don't 
face any such difficulty: they clearly do direct and determine the 
outcome of our actions. 'rhe standard arguments against final causes 
don't apply here, 

This distinction preserves (;od's status as a final cause, and it saves 
us frorn having to say that creatures are a final cause for God (an 
issue Spinoza had likc\vise raised). 36 But it's not clear hc)\v these re
marks could be compatible with the ordinary sorts of teleological 
explanations that Buridan pledged to preserve, In fact, Buridan doesn't 
think that such explanations can be preserved in any straightforward 
\vay. So he suggests that we reinterpret such claims in terms of an 
agent's intentions to achieve such and such secondary end. Ret11rning 
to the original exarr1ple, "if someone asks you \vhy you arc going to 
church, you should say that I intend or want to hear massn.:i 7 V\lhcn 
we describe the mass, or the tunic, as the final cause, this sl1ould 
be understood as shorthand for the claim that our desire to hear 
the 1nass, or to own the tunic, is the cause. In this vvay, l1aving 
granted that we can't help but think of ends as causes) and l1aving 
allowed that some ends are causes, Buridan reinterprets most teleo
logical talk so as to eliminate the references to final causes. 

This looks like a powerful position. In the face of Ockham's appeal 
to the intuitive plausibility of our being motivated by the ends them
selves, Buridan concedes that tliesc arc our intuitions. But he insists 
that secondary ends are not literally causes, In reply, Ockham would 
stress the analogy to intentional states: we think about the future, 
fear the future, etc, Why deny that we are motivated by the future? 
Buridan,s implicit answer is to stress that we are looking for a causal 
relationship. For the future to have an effect on us, our present 
actions would sornehow have to depend on future events. But this 
is clearly not the case: one's present actions depend on one's inten
tions and desires) but they do not depend on future events. "'I'he 
intention and desire of the doctor desiring to heal Socrates does not 

36 
"Again, this doctrine takes away frorn God's perf{'.ction. For if God acts fOr 

the sak:: of an end, he necessarily wants son1ething vl'l1ich he lacks" (Ethics, pan I, 
appendix). In Qfhys. II, 7, t.his seerns to be Buridan's main motivation fOr holding 
that ends or second intention are not final causes. In Qj)h)'s. II, 13 he focuses more 
on _the i1nplauslbility of introducing effects into the explanation of thetr cause. 

31 Qfhys. II, 7 (ed. Paris, 35vb). 
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depend on producing Socrates' health".33 Sometimes, we can intend 
to do things that never will exist, even things that cannot possibly 
exist. It may, for instance, be impossible for Socrates to be healed. 
How could the doctor's intentions hinge on something impossible? 
Not all causes need be efficient causes. But Buridan assumes, rea
sonably, that nothing is a cause unless its effect somehow depends 
on it. 

Much of the force of this line of argument comes from the assump
tion that the end in question is a particular, concrete end. It's absurd, 
Buridan repeatedly insists, to think that the doctor's actions could 
depend on Socrates' health-i.e., on Socrates' becoming healthy in the 
immediate fllture. 'I'he assumption is a reasonable one for Buridan 
to make, inasmuch as the medievals did standardly think of final 
causes in this way. One can see Ockham making this assumption, 
for instance, in his arguments against the demonstrability of teleol
ogy in the natural world. One cannot know the final cause of rain, 
he argues, because "its end is concealed from us on account of its 
matter". 39 This will look like an odd argument if one supposes that 
we're looking for the final cause of the general phenomenon. Obviously, 
it rains to make the crops grow--or so we would expect-the scholastics 
to say. But once one sees that Ockham is thinking of a particular 
rainfall, his point becomes much more clear. We can't see why it 
rains on this particular day, because the various incidental circum
stances surrounding the event cloud the underlying purpose. 

It seems to me that an effective reply to Buridan would have to 
give up this aspect of the medieval account. Rather than think of 
final causes as concrete future events, a forward-looking account 
might characterize these causes in a more abstract way. One rr1ight 
suggest that the doctor's end is health, for example, rather than 
Socrates' health. Buridan continually resists this construal of final 
causes, referring to the ends in question as "that health", "the health 
of Socrates", etc. If we instead characterize the end rr1orc abstractly, 
it becomes less absurd to introduce it in an explanation of our inten
tions. The doctor's desire for Socrates' health does not depend on 
any contingent foture event, but it does depend on the doctor's grasp
ing the abstract ideal of health. A doctor can intend to make Socrates 
healthy only to the extent that she recognizes and is moved by this 

38 Qfhys. II, 13 (Paris, 4·0ra). 
39 Brevis summa II, 6 (ed. Brown, 37). 
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abstract ideal. 1-'he ideal inay never be instantiated 1n Socrates, of 
course, but that doesn't 111atter: it's not the concrete .instantiation 
that is literally a cause, but instead the abstract ideal. 

This line of thought helps with another problem that plagues a 
forvvard-looking teleological account. Very often, an agent l1as no 
particular end in rr1ind, but a general desire to see o~jects of a cer
tain kind produce effects of the relevant sort. Perhaps God does not 
work this way: perhaps God always has in mind all the particular 
effr·cts of his actions, and so is motivated by each and every actual 
event. But hurnan beings are not so provident. 1\ doctor discovers 
the cure fi)r a disease in order to save lives, but did not specifically 
have Socrates' life in rnind. Buridan noticed this kind of problem, 
remarking that when 1 forrn an intentior1 concerning hurnan l)cings 
it would seem to apply to all human beings -past, present and future. 
"But it is absurd to say that my intention depends somel1ovv on 
hurnan beings that are in Rorr1e) or on every hun-1an being that was 
and will be":w This is absurd. But a better way to deal with the 
generality of our intentions is to construe thern 1r1ore abstractly, in 
tenns of abstract states of aH3-irs or ideal states. It seerns quite plau
sible to say that our intcntior1s and our actions depend on such 
things. ()ne goes to rnassJ after all, because of a cornplex set of reli
gious practices----a state of affairs that motivates one's actions. 

This is not a strategy that Ockham himself could embrace, given 
his nominalism. But .it wouldn't be unreasonable to offer this as an 
interpretation of the Avicennian approach to final causality. After 
all, the doctrine of formal identity on which that approach rests 
hardly supposes that the concrete particulars themselves exist both 
externally and in the soul. [t is instead something rnore abstract that 
is supposed to exist in both places. Avicenna seerns to say as much 
in explaining h()\.V an end can }1avc this sort of dual existence. ·raking 
as his exarnple a hu111an being, he rernarks, 

'fhe hun1an bcin,g has a truth that is his definition and quiddity with
out supposing that he exists in a particular or general manner, in real
ity or in the soul, hovvever potential or actu<1L'11 

'I'his truth, the thing's definition or quiddity, vvould seern to be just 
the sort of abstract ideal that might more plausibly be identified as 

w Qf~ys. II, I 3 (Paris, 40ra), 
-
11 Afet. \/I, 5 (ed. A_n;nvati, 42}. 
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a final cause. And as this doctrine develops in the thirteenth cen
tury, it becomes even more clear that what the mind contains is the 
abstract form of the external object: thus Aquinas speaks of formal 
identity, and Scotus writes that "the species [of the rose] exists objec
tively and formally in the intellect" (as quoted earlier). So if one 
intends to plant a rose garden, the end is not ,the particular roses 
that may or may not come to be, but sometl1ing more abstract, the 
idea of roses. That, pace Buridan, is not the intention itself, but the 
object of the intention. 

On my scorecard, then, Buridan gets the best of Ockham, but 
Buridan is vulnerable to an abstract conception of ends, which one 
might or might not want to identify with the earlier Avicennian 
approach. I'm cautious about making that identification, because the 
move toward abstract ends strikes me as a move away from one of 
the key characteristics of medieval teleology: its for\vard-looking, con
crete and particular view of what ends are. It's only when one gives 
that up that Buridan begins to look vulnerable. But if one does move 
tovvard an abstract account of ends one faces serious questions about 
the rr1etaphysical status of these abstract entities. It1s not at all clear 
that the account's teleological payoff justifies its metaphysical cost. 

\\le'rc at an ontological irnpassc 1 then, and it is not 1ny proje,ct 
here to settle questions of ontology. But there remains a question of 
whether ontological issues even need to arise if vve treat final causes 
as explanatory rather than causal. Buridan supposes that ends can 
be causes only if their effects somehow depend on them. One might, 
on Ockham's behalf, argue for a broader notion of causality."12 Alter
natively, one might defCnd an entirely noncausal version of teleo
logical explanation, according to which final causes are crucial for 
explanatory purposes although they are not causes. (This is surely 
the opinio cornrnun£s of our own tiinc.) 

I--Ierc again, however, it seerns to 1ne t.hat Buridan has the resources 
to reply. He envisages a new model of scientific explanation, free of 
appeals to secondary ends:':i When one asks for the cause of why 

''' But ()ckharn hi1nself secrns com1nittcd to something like Buridan 's strict account. 
He Y\1rites, "'fhat is truly the cause of a thing vvbich, \'\1hen it is posited the eHCct 
is posited, and Y1.1hen it is not posited the effect is not posited" (ExPl~ys. II, 12.18, 
11.88-39). Odd1a1n asserts this specifically in connection i.-vith final causes, but it's 
not al all clear ho\v he supposes a final cause Y1.1ill ineet this criterion. 

4:i Maier [ l 955b] describes Buridan as playing a pivotal role in later medieval 
science: replacing final causality with natural lavv, and turning teleological expla-
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fire heats, one shouldn't appeal to the end of generating rr1ore fire; 
rather, one should appeal to "its for111, its heat, and (}od for the 
sake of whorn it acts ... i\nd if other replies are given they V\'ill be 
in an improper sense" .+-f 

(;od rernains on the scene, of course, organizing and directing all 
events. And Buridan acknowledges that, speaking Jess than strictly, 
vve may have reason to appeal to the secondary ends of both living 
and nonliving things. 'I'hough these sorts of ends are secondary and 
irnpcrfect, they are better known to us, and so it is often easier to 
ca.st explanations in these in11)roper tern1s. l\lthoug·h the true expla
nation for vvhy s\;1.rallovvs breed and build nests V\rould appeal to (a) 
their inner nature, (b) the influence of the seasons, and (c) (}od)45 

ies understandable that \ve're inclined to a n1ore obvious explana
tion: that they're acting for the sake of their oHSprlng. 'fhat isn't a 
genuine explanation, but it's not unreasonable fbr us to use it as an 
explanation, given tl1at real explanations are. so extraordinarily difficult 
for us to come by. \.\re can't say vvhat roJe the svvallo\t\r's inner nature 
plays, or hovv the seasons exercise their influence, or \Vhat (iod's 
intentions arc. So we settle ffJr vvhat's obvious to us. 

Buridan's ideal methodology is reductive. In the natural world, 
re<-11 explanations sh(nv hovv an event is necessitated by antecedent 
circumstances: '\vith respect to the actions of nor1-free agents, the 
existence and order of everything that is to corne follovvs of neces
sity fi'oin vvhat exists and precedes itn.+fi 111 these contexts, the a1Jpeal 
to final causes- --other than God- ~ .. is not genuinely explanatory, l:)ccause 
the event is \vholly determinecl by antecedent factors. It's these facts 
that the scientist should look f<)r, setting aside final causes as ulti
rnately irrelevant. ()f course it may be helpful, in the short-terrn, to 
consider \Vhat ends an ol:~ject is directed to achieve. But rnerc 11euris
tic value shouldn't be taken as evidence that such accounts illumi
nate the natural order. 

nations into inechanistic, necessitating explanations (319, 334). Although ?vfaier niay 
overstate her case, this reading strikes n1e as substantia!ly correct. 

H OJ)!!JS. lI, 7 (Paris, 35vb). 
•

1
'' Qj)h]!s. JI, 13 (Paris, 40rb): "nee illi pu!!i detenninant hyrundinc1n ad sic opcran

dun1 sed forn1a et natura hyrundinis et corpora celestia deterrninatis tnnporibus et 
deus sup1-c1nus per suarn sapientia1n infinitain detern1inant hyrundinen1 ad coitwn 
ex co conscquentcr sequitur gcneratio ovoru1n". Buridan repeatedly stresses the way 
ends of second intention a1·e better known to us, although in fatct derivative: see 
(!_,Phvs. II, 7 (Paris, 35vb) and Il, 13 (Paris, 1l·Orb). 

;(; Qffry:s. II, 13 (Paris, 39vb). 
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In this way Buridan poses a dual challenge to the proponent of 
final causes. ShoV\.' how ends can genuinely be causes, or shovv how 
ends can genuinely be explanatory. l\1ore than six centuries lat.er

1 

the challenge still stands. 
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